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Fig 2.a (left) July 2009 GPROF V7 DMSP-13 (mm/day), (right) valid precipitation retrievals for August 2009.    

Fig 4.a (left) Counts of combined NOAA+METOP-A AVHRR IRTB over Northern Hemisphere Land 
10-21 August 2009 (right) PDF Histogram  matching of AVHRR IRTB with CPC MWCOMB for same 
period.    

Fig 5.a (upper/lower left) NOAA 15-19 + METOP-A AVHRR IRTB (K) for global/NH polar regions 00:00 
UTC 19 August 2009 ).  (upper/lower right) AVHRR IRTB derived precipitation (mm/hr) same time.    

Fig 6.a (upper left) Correlation of 30 minute 0.25 degree AVHRR derived precipitation with CPC MWCOMB for 10-21 August 
2009, Fig 6.b/6.c (lower left/right) distribution of AVHRR precipitation and MWCOMB ocean/land.    

Objectives: 
The objective of this initial investigation is to evaluate both the capabilities and limitations of satellite observations 
as potential inputs over polar regions in a pole-to-pole combined satellite precipitation algorithm.  In addition to 
observations,  model precipitation will be investigated as an algorithm input.  This focus of the follow-on of this 
initial study will be the incorporation of the additional capabilities of unprecedented satellite-based radar 
precipitation retrievals to the 40-65 N&S latitude belts soon available from the launch of GPM.   

•  CFSR 
  T382 (~35km) 
  Hourly precipitation 

  MERRA 
  2/3olongitude x 1/2olatitude 
  Hourly Precipitation 

  ERA-Interim  
  1.5olat/lon  
  Three-Hourly precipitation  

  The CFSR and MERRA are converted to the ERA resolution for the examination in this study 

•  Performance of PMW precipitation algorithms over polar regions depends upon algorithm and sensor type, 
MIT AMSU/MHS shows promise 

•  AVHRR instruments provide adequate IRTB sampling over polar regions, observations match well with 
CPC 4km global 30 minute geostationary satellite IR 

•  The PDF matching method of heaviest PMW precipitation rates to coldest AVHRR IRTB and averaging 
PMW precipitation for each IRTB produces accurate AVHRR precipitation estimation with little bias 

•  The three sets of new generation high-resolution reanalyses present very good skill in depicting global 
precipitation, especially over high latitudes 

•  Performance of the reanalyses is superior over the satellite estimates over high-latitude and / or during cold 
seasons 

•  Reanalyses, however, exhibit significant systematic in their precipitation, implying the needs to perform bias 
correction 

•  Further work needed to explore best strategy to include the reanalysis precipitation information. 


